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Mohamed Ragab Mohamed Amin. 
 Mobile: +20 100 8060648
E-mail address: amin@urtranslation.com
Qualifications
Present, PHD, Systemic Functional Linguistics and Translation Theory, faculty of arts, Ain Shams University, Cairo, Egypt.
	2013, Master, Grammatical Tenses between Arabic and English: A Contrastive Study in the Cairo Trilogy by Nagib Mahfouz and Its English Translation, grade: excellent, faculty of arts, Ain Shams University, Cairo, Egypt.
	2005, Bachelor, Arabic Language and Literature, grade: good, Faculty of Arts, Ain Shams University.
	2007, ITP TOEFL, score 560, Faculty of Arts, Ain Shams University.
	2008, ICDL, version 4, Unesco-Egypt.
	2006, IBM Certificate, Office XP Intermediate Level, IBM- Egypt.
Work Experience
2010: present, Online Arabic tutor, Arabic Translation and Intercultural Dialogue Association, www.atida.org.
** Teaching courses to improve standard Arabic linguistic skills and performance of Arabic translators, editors and proofreaders, for beginner and advanced levels.
** Teaching courses of Arabic editing and proofreading techniques with relevant Arabic grammar, reading, writing and literature lessons.
** Writing teaching materials, designing supporting presentations, setting assignments and examinations, from admission to final exams.
** Assessing students and marking all activities, assignments and exams.
** Developing teaching plans to achieve course objectives with different teaching approaches.
** Managing virtual learning environment sessions online, in addition to forums administration.
	2012: present, editor and proofreaderArabic proof-reading for the educational materials: Management, Arab World Edition, Stephen P. Robbins et al and the My Gulf World and Me series, 6 activity books, PEARSON EDUCATION UK.
** Comprehensive editing, proofreading Arabic texts and reviewing Arabic translation, throughout all publishing stages, according to author view and publisher editorial style sheet.
** Checking design, consistency of contents, illustrations and photos related to texts.
	2011, Editor, developing educational material for Arabic as first language (Edexcel IGCSE Arabic First Language), PEARSON EDUCATION UK.
** Checking grammar and style and confirming that activities are appropriate, workable and fit the template as required.
** Editing reading and comprehension sections, checking cultural information and putting answer keys for all sections.
** Working with authors to reach their objectives and providing explanations with accompanying texts to enable them to achieve high learning standards.
** Comprehensive editing and proofreading, throughout all publishing stages, according to Edexcel’s specifications and publisher editorial style sheet.
** Checking design, consistency of contents, illustrations and photos related to texts.

	2006: present, writing Arabic language teaching materials.
** Improving Arabic reading, writing, listening and speaking skills, using prose and poetry, including assessments and answer keys, primary and prep schools.
** Summarizing material, for final revision, Arabic language subject, for general secondary school students.
	2005: present, Private one on one Arabic tutoring.
** Helping Arabic Language and Literature Department students to understand difficult points of Grammar, Poetry, Morphology and Poetry Meter subjects.

	2005: present, Online English Arabic translator, editor, proofreader and reviewer.
** Educational materials, books, stories, research and computer manuals.
	2008: 2010, Customer service and support agent, Internet Misr Company, Egypt.
** Dealing with customers from various types, handling, analyzing and solving problems, in addition to reporting general problems to the administration.
	2006, Instructor and computer trainer, Ibsar Center, Ain Shams University.
** Computer training, Ms Windows and Office basics and touch typing skills, following university’s teaching rules and guidelines.
	2005, Third place in finals of the third Egyptian Olympiad in Informatics.
Developing a phone book application, Visual Basic6 programming language.

Skills
Personal Skills:
Teaching at all levels, from elementary to advanced.
Preparing teaching materials, presentations and examinations with answers.
Assessing students and marking work accordingly to any specified guidelines.
Simplifying, summarizing and expanding information as required.
Writing, editing, researching, translating, project management, good team -leadership, carrying out tasks as required, helping others.
Learning new things, identifying, reporting, analyzing and solving problems quickly and efficiently.
Communicative, reliable, punctual, flexible, persuasive, self-motivated and good at debating.
Technology
Virtual learning environments using Moodle and Go to Meeting environments.
Preparing multimedia presentations with Ms PowerPoint.
Touch typing and advanced computer skills using Ms Windows and Office applications, ASP.NET and VB.NET programming languages, websites administration.
Excellent E-mail and instant messaging applications knowledge.
Languages
Professional and native command of written and spoken Arabic.
	Very good command of written and spoken English.
	Fair command of French.
	Fair command of Farsi.
Interests
Teaching Arabic language for all levels and explaining Arabic language, for Arabic and none Arabic speakers.
Writing, editing, proofreading and translating texts.
Reading books in many fields especially in Arabic linguistics and literature.
Learning new technologies.
Browsing the internet and finding out new useful websites.

